SAP HANA Cloud Platform
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Employees Face New Business Priorities Every Day…

We need a way to
better motivate and
incent employees

How can we respond
to customer issues
and opportunities, in
the moment?
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How do we enable
accurate, timely access
to customer orders?

We have to …
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But Responding to Priorities is Full of Challenges

SLOW

INFLEXIBLE

DAUNTING

Building
personalized
applications is
expensive and
slow

Stand-alone SaaS
applications aren’t
designed to be
personalized

Creating new apps
to integrate with
core applications is
complicated and
scary
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What If You Could Quickly Build the Exact Apps You Need?
And Deliver Better Business Outcomes

A reward and recognition feature that
ties into your HR application – for more
productive employees
A 360-degree view of my customers across
all mission-critical applications, on demand
– for happier customers and increased sales
Comprehensive visibility into customer
orders and real-time status on your
phone – for improved processes
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From the Leader in
Enterprise Applications
SAP HANA Cloud Platform is an open platform-as-a-service providing unique
in-memory database and business application services. Quickly build, extend, and
integrate modern, mobile-first apps—simply—to meet your business needs now.
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You Can with SAP HANA Cloud Platform

Empower
the Line of
Business

Connect Your
Enterprise to the
Digital Economy
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Deliver Open,
Agile, Flexible
Apps

Personalize S/4
HANA for New
Business Needs
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You Can Empower the Line of Business

Extend employee
apps & deliver
customer-facing
apps for every
department and
every role

Extend internal applications and deliver them to any user on any
device, equipping IT to partner with business to power every employee
and customer with HANA Cloud Platform’s Web IDE
Extend classic SAP and Oracle apps, transforming them into beautiful,
easy to use mobile-ready applications for employees and customers alike
with SAP Fiori
Extend just the right information and business processes into new
applications and employee/customer delivery points, wherever they may
be with SAP HANA Cloud Integration

Semos uses SAP HANA Cloud Platform to extend the functionality of
SuccessFactors to include employee recognition and reward mechanisms to drive
job satisfaction and reduce employee turnover.
© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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You Can Connect Your Enterprise to the Digital Economy

Embrace the IoT
and API
economies to win
in the digitally
connected world

Connect your digital enterprise with SAP business network: Ariba,
Concur, Fieldglass
Connect your edge points, your assets, your everything to the Internet of
Things with SAP HANA Cloud Platform IoT and Mobile services
Connect your systems, applications, and business processes,
regardless of who built them or where they are deployed with SAP
HANA Cloud Integration

Siemens uses SAP HANA Cloud Platform as the foundation for its Open Data
Platform initiative - the cloud backbone of their Digital Business, powering predictive
maintenance and asset management apps, and an open ecosystem serving OEMs
and application developers.
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You Can Deliver Open, Agile, Flexible Apps

Build 21st century
apps using open
standards and the
skills you already
have

Build new employee and customer-facing apps based on open
standards with SAP HANA Cloud Platform’s Java, and JavaScript
capabilities
Build apps with SAP HANA Cloud Platform knowing that SAP is
integrating Cloud Foundry and OpenStack technologies into HANA Cloud
Platform along with new developer tools
Build enterprise-ready web applications for all devices running on the
browser of your choice with HANA Cloud Platform’s OpenUI5

“When we moved to HCP, it was a fresh breath of air. On HCP we didn't have to do
ANY configuration for each type of search. We also didn't have to manually
configure library files and functions. Saves a lot of time.”
– Sana Salam, CEO, Sodales Solutions
© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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You Can Personalize S/4HANA for New Business Needs

Build Personalized
solutions for core
SAP applications,
tailored to unique
business needs

Personalize apps for S/4 HANA, SuccessFactors, SAP Business Suite,
Ariba, C4C, and more with the SAP HANA Cloud Platform development
environment
Personalize and mobilize any SAP application with SAP Fiori for
beautiful, mobile ready SAP apps

Personalize SAP apps in Java, and JavaScript

Jaguar Land Rover uses SAP HANA Cloud Platform to power a robust e-Commerce
site for the sale of Jaguar Land Rover merchandise via out-of-the-box integration
into core JLR systems, including SAP ERP, CRM and BI.
© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Transforming Call Center Service for Groupe Danone
Rapidly build user-friendly applications without
having to make large, up-front investments
Manage the entire order-to-cash cycle from one web
application
Access insights and actionable data to explore
potential new market and opportunities

SAPUI5–based
application
development

Seamless portability to
additional call centers

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Integration services for
easy integration with
on-premise systems

Identity services for
straightforward
authentication using
SSO

The learning curve
was very fast, and we
implemented the first
solution much more
quickly than
expected”
Our users are 100%
happy with the app’s
functionality and
response time.”

Group Danone
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Grow NFL On-line Sales while Helping Fantasy Football Players Win
Easy to access real-time, player comparison data to
deliver the ultimate fantasy-football experience
Increase sales of other product via NFL.com
leveraging fantasy football growing fan-base
Handle spikes in usage on game day without
disruption to users

Analytic Service for
superior data
visualization with
Lumira Cloud

Ability to
manage big
data in realtime

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Unmatched
solution
scalability

Trusted skills and
industry expertise of
SAP Service
Organization

45%
Growth of fantasy
football-base since 2010

7x
More content
consumption on NFL.com

24x7
Monday through Friday
fan engagement
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Making Employee Recognition Easy for Semos
Empower organizations to implement recognition and
reward programs easily
Enable executives and HR managers to gain insights
and analyze performance trends
Integrate with existing HR business processes

Boosted

employee engagement,
and feedback

Reduced
employee turnover

Improved
SAP HANA XS
native development
paradigm

Leveraged Portal,
Identity, Integration
and Collaboration
Services

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Straightforward
integration with SAP
HCM and other
applications

job satisfaction
Extension to
SuccessFactor
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What Can You Do With SAP HANA Cloud Platform?

Seamlessly Integrate with SAP and
non-SAP Applications

Engage Every Customer and
Empower Every Employee

Get Mobile

Personalize S/4 HANA

Deliver Beautiful UX

Analyze and Visualize
Mission-Critical Data

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP HANA Cloud Platform Capabilities and Services
Applications / Extensions

App Center

On-Premise /
Managed
Cloud

SaaS

SAP HANA Cloud Platform (PaaS)

SAP S/4 HANA

SAP S/4 HANA

Service Enablement | API Management

SuccessFactors

SAP Business Suite
SAP Business
Warehouse

Runtimes

Business Services

Java

Platform Services

XSJS
HTML5
Node.js2

Data & Storage
Services

Other2

Commerce1

2

Billing2

Integration

IoT

Security

UX

Mobile

Collaboration

ASE

Redis2

…

Dev
&
Ops

C4C
Ariba

Analytics

Concur
Business One
Fieldglass

Postgres2

IaaS

Loyalty Mgmt2

SAP Data Centers
& Virtual Machines

Big Data Services:

MongoDB2

HANA / Vora2

Partner Data Centers2

SAP ByDesign

Hadoop2

Customer Data Centers2

1) beta functionality, 2) planned innovations / future direction
© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The Age of the Agile Business App
Foundation and Flexibility Powered By SAP

Agile Layer
•

Close to the User

•

Short Release Cycles

•

Agile, Extensible

•

Simple

•

Think: Uber Mobile App

Agile Layer
Agile Layer

•

Lightweight App

•

Personalized Functionality

•

Built and Run on
SAP HANA Cloud Platform

Solid Core
Solid Core
•

Invisible to the User

•

Long Release Cycles

•

Reliable, Inflexible

•

Complex

•

Think: Uber’s Backend
Systems of Record
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Solid Core
•

SAP Business Suite
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SAP HANA Cloud Platform: Proven. Reliable. Affordable.

1,500+
SAP HANA Cloud Platform
customers

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

GLOBAL

1,000+

Datacenter coverage

Apps to buy & use
immediately from the SAP
HANA App Center
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Get Started with SAP HANA Cloud Platform

Find out more about
HANA Cloud Platform:
hcp.sap.com

Start using SAP
HANA Cloud Platform
Developer Edition:
hcp.sap.com/developers

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Try a partner application
powered by SAP HANA:
www.sapappcenter.com

Contact your SAP
Account Executive
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Appendix
SAP HANA Cloud Platform Capabilities and Services

SAP HANA Cloud Platform
The Platform-as-a-Service for Powering Cloud Applications

BUILD

EXTEND

INTEGRATE

New Cloud Apps

Business Apps

Everything

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Everything You Need to Build Enterprise Apps in the Cloud

SECURITY

INTEGRATION

TRANSACTIONS

STREAMING

PREDICTIVE

CONTENT

MOBILE

PORTAL

ANALYTICS

COLLABORATION

SPATIAL

TEXT MINING

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP HANA Cloud Platform Customer References

Optimized logistic to reduce traffic and increase
container turnover

Reconciliation of inconsistent human capital
management (HCM) data

Empowers employees to quickly identify tribal
knowledge and expertise within their workforce

2x increase in cargo capacity; 5+ minute
saved by each of the thousands track
entering the port

Faster time to value and lower
TCO with enhanced compliance
and error reduction

From an idea to a fully feature
application able to serve users
globally, in 1 year

Seamless integration of traffic data, carrier data and telematics

Seamless integration with on-premise systems and
SuccessFactors

Robust, easy-to-use e-commerce sites for selling
Jaguar Land Rover merchandise

Out-of-the-box integration into core
JLR systems, including SAP ERP,
CRM and BI
Responsive design across smart phone, tablet and
desktop devices

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Assure accuracy and confidence of HCM data to make
talent-driven business decisions in time of transition

“HR can now take command of its own
data, and do it in a very aggressive
manner without relying on IT and IT
reports and IT associates to have to do
things upon demand.”

Securely leverage multiple data sources enhanced intelligence
and easy integration with any application

User friendly mobile congress app to support 1500+
attendees at the annual VNSG congress

Easily accessible data for
real time event information
and analysis
Single application for multiple platforms - Android, iOS, web
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Integration
Secure, reliable and easy-to-consume access to remote services and applications
Connect any application

Simplify application development

•
•

•
•

SAP and Non-SAP, Java and ABAP systems
On-premise and in the cloud

Integrate processes and data
•
•

Intra- and inter-company processes
ETL between on-premises and cloud repositories

Securely share digital assets
•
•
•

Open API management
Traffic management and scale to billion of calls
Monitoring with real-time analytics

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

More than 60 Prepackaged integration flows
Choice of protocols - HTTP, RFC, SMTP,
POP3, IMAP

Protect your business and your users
•
•
•

SAP HANA Cloud Connector for secure
connections to on-premise
Auditable access history
Managed in secure SAP’s datacenters
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User Experience
Deliver personalized, responsive and simple user experience
Deliver great user experience at scale with SAP User Experience as a Service (UXaaS)
•
•
•
•

Discover the needs of end users
Design the right apps with rapid prototyping, design templates and feedback tools
Develop user-centric and responsive design applications for all devices
Deploy, operate and monitor the experiences

Build, Learn and Do with SAP Splash and BUILD
•
•

Explore inspiring application designs and learn design best practices
Grow your team’s design skills and easily build prototypes

Quickly create engaging business sites with SAP HANA Cloud Portal
•
•

Web-based, secure access to on-premise systems, both SAP and non-SAP
Out-of-the-box integration to SuccessFactors, SAP Cloud For Customer and
on-premise SAP systems

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Analytics
Freedom to visualize data, discover new insights, and share results
FOR USERS

FOR APPLICATIONS

SAP Cloud for Analytics

SAP HANA advanced analytic capabilities

•

•

•

•

Discover, visualize, plan and predict with all your
business data whether you’re in the boardroom or in
front of the customer
Seamlessly anticipate and respond to new business
challenges and opportunities without delay in a
solution designed entirely around users
Built natively on the SAP HANA Cloud Platform,
your data is safe with a SaaS solution from the
world’s largest provider of analytics and enterprise
applications

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

•
•

Predict future outcomes with prepackaged
algorithms
Leverage advanced search and text analytics
Benefit from analytics on geospatial, streaming
and graphs data
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Development and Operation
Rapid design, development and deployment of intuitive, modern applications
Enable collaboration between business and development
•
•

Business experts use templates and wizards to prototype apps
Integrated with SAP JAM

Increase development productivity
•
•
•

Browser-based, develop once and deploy on any device
Drag-and-drop tools, wizards, templates, code completion…
Automatic UI translation - SAP Translation hub

Open development paradigm for easier adoption
•
•

Choice of programming models (Java, HTML5, and HANA XS)
Develop new and extend existing applications (ABAP)

Easily extend Fiori Applications and build new Fiori-like apps
•

UI5 Support, integrated with Fiori Launchpad

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Collaboration
Context-driven and engaging, social interactions for modern applications
Power social collaboration for the all enterprise

Quickly incorporate Gamification into any app

•
•
•

•
•
•

Connect people to key information and processes
Publish relevant data from SAP and non-SAP apps
Embed data feeds into existing SAP applications

Easy development and administration framework
Built-in analytics to monitor player behavior
Powerful gamification rule management

Mobilize your content – Mobile Doc
•
•
•

Access any document from any device
Share files securely inside and outside the company
Integrate with SAP Business Suite, Sap Jam, SAP
Fiori Launchpad and standard CMIS repositories

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Security
Seamless, secure user access to applications, from anywhere, using any device
Offer one log-in from any device, anywhere
•
•

Standard-based single-sign-on (SSO) – SAML2
Delegated authentication through third-party identity providers (IdP)

Simplify user experience
•
•

Self service user registration and password-reset
Social-log-in via Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and Google

Deliver enterprise-class efficiency and robustness
•
•
•
•

Customizable branding and look & feel
Centralized account management
Two-factor authentication
Interoperability with 3rd-parties LDAP user directories

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Business Services
Fuel the fast development and sharing of business application and services
Leverage prebuilt business services from SAP
•
•

Ecommerce, customer loyalty and customer engagement services
Tax-as-a-service calculator localized for over 70 counties

Collaborate with other development team
•
•
•
•

Tools to build enterprise services and manage projects
Collaborative development and testing environment
Pre-built packages, guides, and community support (DevPortal)
Wide choice of development languages

Browse, buy and sell apps and services on the Market
•

Full marketplace handles all subscriptions, billing and reporting
Note: SAP Hybris as a Service at SAP HANA Cloud Platform is currently beta

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Data and Storage
State-of-the-art data management for structured and unstructured information
Manage and access SAP HANA in-memory power for analytic and mix-workloads
•
•
•

In-memory and relational-compliant data persistence
Support for OLTP and OLAP workload in the same application
Predictive analytics and advanced processing for graph, spatial, series and text data

Achieve extreme speed for transactions at a low TCO with SAP ASE
•
•
•

Disk-based relational-compliant data persistence
Maximum transactional throughput with minimal resources
Scalability for large transitional volumes

Manage unstructured content – Document Services
•

Fully featured document management engine - versioning, hierarchies, access control

•

Allow to embed content management into any application
Open standard OASIS CMIS-based repository and interoperability

•

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Mobile
Consumer-grade experience with enterprise-grade performance anytime, anywhere
Seamlessly deploy, manage & provision apps

Provide enterprise-grade security

•

•
•
•
•

Zero-configuration for user’s onboarding

Enhance user productivity
•
•

Online/Offline operations
Always-on, per-app VPN connections

Security at all entry points: devices, apps & content
Standard SAML2 and FIPS 140-2 compliance
Policy-driven application-level security
Embedded security policies into mobile apps

Maximize app development efficiency
•
•
•

Open tooling approach and component reuse
SDK for Kapsel and Native apps
HTTP REST API for service access

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Internet of Things
Quickly develop customize and operate IoT business apps
Connect IoT to core business processes
•
•
•

APIs to embed remote device and message management into any app
Secure messaging services
Data modeling and integration with HANA Cloud Platform core services

Enable remote management for millions of devices
•
•
•

Straightforward onboarding and lifecycle management
Choice of transport protocols and messaging formats
Intuitive service cockpit

Synchronize structured data between the edge and the cloud
•
•
•

Bi-directional synchronization between edge devices and HANA Cloud Platform databases
On-line and off-line mode for communication over unreliable networks
Transactional consistent synchronization

© 2015 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate
company) in Germany and other countries. Please see http://global12.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark information and notices.
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors.
National product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP SE or its
affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP SE or SAP affiliate company products and
services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as
constituting an additional warranty.
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to develop
or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future
developments, products, and/or platform directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time
for any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. All forwardlooking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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